Inside the L.C. Bates Museum

**Best Wishes for the Holiday Season and New Year**

**Ann Flowers to all Museum Boards and Volunteers**

**Kind Donors – thank you!**

Enclosed is a check in the amount of $______.

Please consider making a contribution, and know that your gifts of any amount are greatly appreciated and tax deductible.

Name:___________________________   Email Address: _________________________

To remove your name from our mailing list, please mail us at L.C. Bates Museum, Route 201, P.O. Box 159, Hinckley, ME 04944, 207-4250, or call the museum for information and a membership request form.

Many Thanks to All Museum Donors and Volunteers

At the Bates Museum using the forms below.

You can still become a Friends Member or make donations to the Friends of L.C. Bates Museum using the forms below.

Join the fun! Become a Friends of L.C. Bates Museum member!

[Link to Membership form]

Member Benefits

- Free admission to the museum
- 10% discount at the museum gift shop!
- Museum Newsletter
- Announcements and invitations to events and exhibit openings

**Museum Happenings**

- **2022 Snowshoe Sale**
  - The museum building is temporarily closed due to Covid Safety Issues. Pro consents in a modified high stands may result in a $50 tax for use along the trails.

- **Photographing the Wood Duck**

  Artist Nancy Culver visited the museum to take photographs of wood ducks to use to make studies for her work. In 2020, Nancy received second place in the Duck Stamp contest. We are pleased her work received a Tailed Duck picture for the Duck Stamp contest.

- **Learning about the importance of bees**

  The individually packaged activities are very engaging and helpful at this time. The individually packaged activities and videos are great learning experiences and distributed to schools. Teachers and prepared a small exhibit and video for a second-grade class. "I have many ideas for making activities from trail pickup to assembling leaf kits. I want to make a donation for the 2021 Friends of L.C. Bates Museum Annual Appeal for the amount of: _____

- **Bancroft Cottage. Photograph from the GWH Archives.**

- **What to make to explain honeybees to children**

  Sydney, a MeANS student and former L.C. Bates Museum camper knew just what to make to explain honeybees to children. She researched the bees and prepared a small exhibit and video for a second-grade class. "I have many ideas for making activities from trail pickup to assembling leaf kits. I want to make a donation for the 2021 Friends of L.C. Bates Museum Annual Appeal for the amount of: _____

- **Good Will Factory**

  The 2022 Snowshoe Sale will be held at the Good Will Factory. This year’s Snowshoe Sale is coming January 22 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The sale features snowshoes made by local artists. Proceeds from the sale will benefit the L.C. Bates Museum.
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